LAIE

TOUR OF HISTORIC

and carried out using many of
this tour of historic laie was planned
the long time residents of laie who volunteered their time and
knowledge for the benefit of the conference participants
the
polynesian cultural center made two trams available peter johnson and
ken baldridge
morian
dan morlan
ian both volunteered their services as drivers
lan
directed the activities on the tram on which the tape was made lance
chase conducted the other
the narrators are identified as the tour
progresses
although the enclosed map will be of help in identifying

locales described for those on the tour others may be somewhat
questions and
confused as they attempt to reconstruct the route
comments from others on the tram may sometimes be heard in most cases
there is no attempt made to identify them
the
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actually
brothers and sisters and friends of the MPHS aloha
youd never guess that 1I moonlight at the PCC but never mind
1I
we can do
want to explain to you just a
well see what
bit about what is in store for you today well be
little
spending the next three hours visiting historic sites of laie
comes as a surprise to some people to realize you can spend
it
three hours visiting historic sites in laie but there are plenty
more that we actually wont be able to see
however we hope it
will be a good day for everyone
there will be an opportunity to hear from people that have been
and
born
raised here in laie and are able to speak
weve
authoritatively on what has happened here in the past
already encountered one problem that is sometimes the old
some said
timers remember things differently
what
this
is
no
no
happened
wasnt that way at all
others say
it
delaughter
laughter
Elelaughter
aughter
but we are going to concede to whoever is the
assigned speaker at that particular time
but all of us
especially myself are looking forward to learning quite a bit
we do have some people that have
As 1I say
about laie today
been around for awhile and are able to give us some good
our first stop will be at the beauty hole which
information
many of you that have been here for awhile are familiar with and
uncle five cents thomas au will be speaking to us at that
particular spot
now most of you are familiar enough with laie to know a little
about the past history of it it was purchased in 1865 as a
gathering place after the situation on lanai deteriorated there
are some six thousand acres here in laie that were purchased by
most of it is still in the hands of the church
the church
administered through the office of zions securities corporation
which is the land holding arm of the church
tram stopped to
pick up man walking along naniloa
nanilou loop
my golly
he just got on board is eldon
brother morrell
we didnt
11
who just arrived in laie
slim morrell
morrell
even know he was on the premises
be able to add a lot
hell
today too
he was here as a missionary he came as a missionary
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in 1921 and labored here in laie at the temple went back to
to reman
on the
utah then was hired to come back as a luna foreman
SD
been
plantation
associated with the
lale
laie
hes
of the church as well as the more physical
ecclesiastical aspects
SD
b were happy to have him with us here today
side as a luna
seeing him is somewhat of a surprise
when we get offwell
be getting off at only two placeswhen
places when
off well
weil
we would ask you to very quickly disembark and very
we do
re
quickly reimbark
reembark
embark
now as we travel along kamehameha highway on our right what is
popularly known as clissolds beach lies over there because of
the home of edward L
clissold who was just about mr
every
enery
LVery
thing
everything
he served as
at one time or another here in laie
mission president and stake president temple president and
zions securities manager on the board of the church college of
hawaii on the board of the PCC and various other assignments
the beauty hole up here on the right was an indentation the
origins of which are somewhat obscure but people do remember it
back as far as present memory can go
the accounts have been
that it was possibly uncovered as a result ofnowdigging off the end
uncle five cents
of laie point during road construction
was born here in laie and hell be our first speaker
to tell us
about the beauty hole

TA

aloha brothers and sisters I got to hold it
the microphone
you see
Samething new
something
not used to speaking with mikes
im
aloha my brothers and sisters
rather sing without mikes
1I have a little picture
well this is where we call beauty hole
here this building where were standing now thats where we
change clothes
boys and
where we change our clothes
this
is
you see
girls
the front part is for the girls they make the
now
boys change on the other side where this road is running
you notice the field
on my right you see the shopping center
before it was just a pasture but today we have a
here
we lucky
shopping center
glad we have a shopping
arent
im
center 1I dont have to do at ala moana shopping center
right
in that section where that fence is thats where our swimming
my
myself
and this is where hawaiian boys and girls
hole was
girlsmyself
seif
self
seventy two years and 1I
learn how to swim ive been living here seventytwo
never noticed any drowning in here
and this beauty hole here
they was raised in laie and they called
has produced two boys
upon a time champion
themselves kelii brothers and they were once
onceuponatime
swimmers in 1925
27
26
29 they were champion swimmers
it
was from the beauty hole they learned it from here
very deep but
close to the road you cannot touch there
only about twenty feet deep
close to the wall you can
is
it
and this is the pool where 1I used to make a lot of money like
twenty five cents
diving for nickels twentyfive
yes especially on
oh
sunday
sunday 1I didnt go to priesthood meeting but
sanday
this onemoney
1I
made a lot of
laughter 1I guess the lord had helped
me and then this is the way 1I became famous because 1I beat all
1

id
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the other

got

lot

more coins
why
when you throw the money
boys
money
you jump on the side because when
11b
you just find bubbles coming up
cb
so
boys
they named me five cents

cents

twenty

boys

1I

a

than the

rest of the

you dont jump on the
you jump on the money

how a
1 beat the other
thatstoday
five
im
still
well im glad im fivecents
five cents because if you raised me up
five cents then the government tax me more
laughter

three little diving boards right here when you see the
cable in the photo running like that thats from the tower on
where we learned how to dive on that
the other section
thats
1I just feel bad for myself because all of the little
high tower
my friends who used to swim with me
boys
they have all gone
gone by
well 1I hope you folks enjoy your trip today and if
you go down
any of you brothers and sisters want this picture
college library they have a studio there theyll sell you this
SD you do have a nice day today and carry
1I
bought this there
we

had

on
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the people on the back tram look as we drive by and uncle
five cents will hold the picture up so you can at least see a
fivecents
two
bit of the photograph of it great1I see that our nextmoving
little
speakers are not on the tram here
OK well be
out we have a very rigid time schedule that we need to keep
viola are you on the back tram someplace oh no okay 1I saw
mary pukahi not here either
wonder where they
her earlier
went they are supposed to be on the tram
most of these lots on the right are not owned by the church
they were sold off as worthless land worthless beach lots
back in 1927
the church was experiencing some difficulty
financially at that time and antone R ivins then manager
laie plantation realized that this land here was not suitable
and sold it off and so there is a string of lots
for sugar
PCCI side of laie point
along here and also on the other PCC
along here is what they call jenna genna
spelling uncertain
beach where janet gaynor had a house right up here on the right
55 699
as 1I
1I think the number of it
just a little bit55
bit
is
recall goat island of course you see in the background well
janet
hear a little more about that somewhat later
theres
gaynors property right here on the right
699
house
that
so the kids never heard of janet gaynor but it has kind
there
of become corrupted with jenna genna and jenna genna beach it
has been since that time
the hukilau beach actually began down here
there was a stage
about opposite where we are here
the piece of property was
it
now hu
a very lengthy sort of an operation
most of you
hukilau
kilau
know
is the communal gathering of individuals for the fishing
oh there
but it became a commercial activity
activities
and sister viola
they are great
here are our speakers
kawahigashi who will be doing double service today will tell us
huki lau
about the hukilau
iau with which she was so intimately involved
now
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we are so happy to have this
aloha welcome to paradise
opportunity of sharing our hukilau beach with you 1I was born in
1I think
1910 and from 1910 until 1950
this hukilau beach was
every
one that we came to
especially up to 1940 1I believe
was
a
because
here
school of
there
other week there was a hukilau
i
ing for the fishermen to surround them
walting
waiting
mackerel in the bay wilt
and so these children or grandchildren ran through the village
Hu
hu
and our grandparents gathered us
calling
hukilau
hukilau
kilau
kilau
grandchildren an
and wee all came to the hukilau and saw the boat set
out into the bay because the fishermen had noticed that there was
a grey spot that moved in the bay about four hundred yards out
was stationary thats just seaweed but if it moved
a
noved
if
it
school of fish
and so the men went out and surrounded it and the villagers had
to be on the beach to pull in first the rope onto which had been
tied ti leaves in order to keep the fish in the enclosure and
then about a six
foot high net about maybe 150 yards long
sixfoot
that stood six feet high with floaters to keep the fish in
and then the bag at the end to bring in the fish close to
also
the shore but they were left out off the shore in about four or
five feet of water so that the fish didnt die
and then the men two men with baskets
three times the size of
basketsthree
your bushel baskets
sent out into the enclosure there and got
into the enclosure and brought about a hundred pounds of mackerel
at a time to put under the boathouse away from the sun
they
bring the fish out on the sand because then they would
didnt sputter
around and die before we had a chance to get the
just
fish home to preserve the fish and everybody had a portion the
men folks had the lions share approximately a hundred pounds of
grandmother would get maybe a quarter
mackerel in a gunny sack
but my
of a flour sack and we children got maybe a handful
grandmother was quite an interesting one because when it was my
turn the menfolks got theirs first then the mothers and then
turnthe
meco
to lift
the childrenbut
meto
children but when it was my turn she signaled to me
meho
you know
up my dress because
our little hands werent large
enough to get more than two or three mackerel and they were
1I guess
or threequarters
about a pound
three quarters of a pound and so the
men would smile and give me a bigger scoop
when we got home my mother and my grandparents stayed up all
night to cut off the heads cut down the back of the mackerel
open them up and then put hawaiian salt and then put them in the
overnight they sat in the tub and then the next morning
tub
my grandfather had to taste it because my
they were de
desalted
salted
grandmother didnt eat raw fish we brought the fish out and all
the families had their fish hanging out on poles for about three
or five days and they were dry enough to preserve to put in our
so we had fish and poi breakfast
meat safe until the next catch
lunch and dinner and were very happy at that
applause
K
mahalo nui loa sister kawahigashi
going to be here
0OK
shes
to her next
for the next tram and then she will proceed bo
assignment and so we need to have mary pukahi get on board
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noisy background for awhile
here too and slim
our driver today is pico johnson who is the second counselor in
my ward and the director of the tram operation in the polynesian
1
nbrlan
the other driver also a
cultural center he and dan norlan
are doing this completely voluntarily knowing
member of my ward
this is one of the questions on the temple recommend interview
next time they come around to ask what they have contributed to
now keep
laughter
the mormon pacific historical society
go
ing
Poo haili street
going
toward the
right on straight out poohaili
Eb
sorensen
rensen
sitting up here alongside of me is virginia ebrensen
mountains
sbrensen
whos been asked to handle the tape recording of all the
be doing
londa chase
will
activities
that are going on today
cSD
same
on
rensen is our
tram
and brent brensen
function
the other
drensen
the
photographer for the tour activities
we are heading now up Poo
poohaili
road one of the oldest streets in
haili
spur go out here as far
a spurgo
track
laie there used to be a train
tracka
some of you know where
as the ditch just past the prawn ponds
pondssome
1I
got this
and the train used to go up there
that is
isand
be meeting dawn wasson
information from brother Ms
morrell
wellhusbandy
bandy here we are
hus
hopefully about here
OK
her husbandly
husband
heres
just about right here were the stables the plantation stables
get a chance 111 have slim tell us a little bit about
if we dawn
wasson will be getting on board here with her husband
that
and well turn the microphone over to dawn
she was also
hank
deal of research on the
born here in laie
shes done a greatpurposes
but thats what
kuheana
kuleana here not just for historical
going to tell us about today the historical side of it
sheg
shes
so
us what
turn the microphone over to dawn
tell
shell
kulpanas
ku
kuleanas
leanas are where they were and a little bit about them
my name is dawn wasson and im the president of hui
aloha
malama aina 0 laie
hui malama aina 0 laie means preserving the
1I
and
history and the culture of the hawaiian people of laie
kuleana landowners ar
several people here on this tram are kuheana
ancestors who have lived here in this town for over seven
have
haveancestors
giving some historical background
generations and before then
from 1845 to 1848 there was a land commission formed so that
hawaii ans could go and lay claim to land they they till the soil
hawaiians
and they do work the land so that they could turn around and own
and we ourselves the kamauoha family lived on 132
13.2
132 acres
it
and we have lived there since the time the commission was formed
what we are doing presently
and we had claimed our lands
kuheana
kuleana landowners are but few in laie but we still own our lands
what we have tried to do is to
and we are very proud of it
preserve our history as 1I say again to preserve the culture
kuleana
here in this area where lot of the land owners or kuheana
landowners do won still their land whre the taro lands or taro
we have three types of ownership called pahale
pah a ie
patches were
hahale
kula and loi lands or taro land fertile land where our sweet
potatoes and bananas could be planted the majority of this area
ans taro is
and for us
hawaiians
the Hawaii
is loi land or taro lands
hables or foreigners like
the staff of life like what wheat is to haoles

lii
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traveled so far taro is the staple of our life and
majority of our taro lands are
is the essence of survival
always along the streams and thats because we need to get the
water from the stream to turn around and feed the taro plants
with water and of course the oxygen that is in it and because
of our land along the streams we have whatyouwe call riparian
can take water
rights and riparian rights are rights that
from the stream in perpetuality
perpetuatity or forever for those of us who
do own kuheana
kuleana land along the stream we have what you call the
tenant rights or rights to the water rights to go to the
mountains and to the sea without any disturbance
in 1850 the mormon church came into the islands and was accepted
into the hawaiian kingdom and fifteen years later 1865 to be
exact july 17 the mormon missionaries namely francis asbury
puaa of laiewai to
hammond and george nebeker purchased the ahu
ahupuaa
the
laiemaloo for the mormon church for 14000 6600 acres
kuheana landowners
rest of the lands in laie are still owned by kuleana
med so that
and for this reason the hui malama aina 0 laie was formed
nue to protect their lands and
continue
those hawaiians could cont
you who have
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continue to enjoy them
we are going to just make the U
turn and just continue on giving
uturn
dawn about nine minutes to speak but 1I see we picked up about a
minute or two so well stop here for just a moment
the old land
commission map shows that many of the kuheana
kuleana were right here
1I guess
where we are right now and quite a bit of this7
dawn is
thise
this
plus some is under the
kuheana land that we are sitting on now
kuleana
prawn ponds that are owned by the school just over here to your
right ahead of us and to the right just a little ways

the school BYU hawaii has operated that prawn pond there for
awhile but theyre giving it up as of the end of august and the
kuheana people who
land will go back to zions securities and the kuleana
do you have your breath back now
have ownership of that
right on the side across here is where the kamauoha family owned
their land wethats my aunty mary pukahi who is sitting across
we
was
from me
have 132
what happened ear
13.2
132 acres
earlier
iier
iler
lier
had eight acres and we had five acres on the hill right behind
that so what we had done is we had exchanged with the church and
mai it means
mal
at that time they used to call it mahi aku mahi mat
11exchange
meaning their land exchanged for our land so our
exchange
combination became 13.5
135 rather than 8
what some of the kuheana
kuleana landowners have done is many of them
have given their lands to the church and have done it with their
whole heart and they believed in the gospel and we respect that
and we honor them for that
and for that reason many of us today
who
kuheana lands and who participate
live on kuleana
in our
organization we want to continue to remember our ancestors for
their hard work and for their dedication to help us live here
all
some of the problems
on the lands that we are able to enjoy
kuleana landowners have had is legal problems and that
that the kuheana
is encroachment multiple claims where two people claim a land
E
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had to take to the other one to court and said that
have the deed but 1I have not been paying the property
part of western culture and
taxes
the problem is that
is
land ownership again historically has been very foreign to
Hawaii ans
hawaiians
but in the space of years we have learned to know the
laws and continue to protect our lands
is really beautiful
it
1I
how to express to you what
like to wake up
dont knowmorning
to look up in the mountains and to see its
early in the
beauty and to know that my ancestors once lived up those
mountains
and how we know that they once lived up there was
because that there have been several people that have gone there
and have seen differents sights of a heiau or place of worship
burial sites and also foundations of old settlements up in the
mountains
and one
yes 1I

it

its

Hawaii ans like every native culture
in our family of course hawaiians
an example of this is
we have oral history that we pass down
you the story
my ive
got one minute so
how we know
myive
tell
lve
our family lived up there is my great grandmother
her name was
moe means sleep and kuahiwi means in the hills
moeikuahiwi
conceive in the hills
and so we believe we
e3conceive
and it means to
have no doubts about it that our grandmothers and our great
grandfather had lived up there
well 1I want to thank you for
the time for hui malama aina 0 laie mahalo
1I wanted
11 tell us a
to stop right here and have slim morrell
about a rather unusual structure that we are unable to
bit
little
see now because of
the banana plantation and other types of
odthe
ofthe
growth here
but some of you perhaps remember kind of a big hole
slim can you tell us about that and
in the mountain right here
what it was used for
now
this puka in the hill wasWb a pit for getting lime a lime
who was manager of the
quarry and when samuel E woolley
olley
plantation as well as mission president they needed lime to
they took the coral rock and they burnt
fertilize the cane and so made
lime so that they could use it on
in this lime pit and
it
we found a very interesting picture of this and
the plantation
mr
you
BYU
so
can
see
and
hawaii
archives
in
the
that
is
it
it
woo
who 1 ley is there on the ground so that you can see a very
woolley
unusual picture and this is really an unusual thing for us in the
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this land all back here was
plantation land the kahuku
kahuhu plantation of course operated that
from 1931 when the church
the laie plantation gave up on the
sugar operation
and youll
there have been two sugar mills yes
hear about that hear about that this afternoon
sister
meyer
statement by sister amoe meyer not clearly detected
relating to graves up on the hill
there were graves up on the
now this road right
to the right
sister meyer tells us
hill
here on your right is the road that came down from where the
temple president now lives
this road at one time was in use it
has now been blocked off and has access only to the people that
As 1I mentioned before there was a railroad
farm in that region
thank

you

As 1I

mentioned before
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Poo haili road that they would gather
spur that went along here poohaili
the cane bring it down to the end of the track and then it could
be loaded here and then taken to the mill at kahuhu this is kind
you saw there
of the end of settlement there are two homes that
on the hill where the farm employees live
the wassons will be
we would
getting off here and waiting for other tram and againyes
right
like to thank her for sharing her knowledge with us
Sf
sftouts
shouts
touts
aloha to them
here
houts of aloha and applause

okay as 1I mentioned before the stables the plantation stables
were located right along here
in your packet you have a map of
were not exactly sure
existed in 1927 and 1928
laie as
has both the laie church school and also the new school lot that
was
was one of those dates
gives us an indication that
this
pasture land at one time now of course
laie park and
over on the right some of graffitti on that building is another
symbol of laie
the shaka sign which marilyn fonoimoana and
other are now trying to get recognized for hamana kalili when he
as a
used to give the sign which was kind of forced upon him

it

result of losing

it

it

its

of his middle fingers
we are making a hard left turn here to go into the
okay
cemetery
the cemetery was moved down here about the time that
the temple was being constructed
in 1915 president joseph F
smith announced the building of the temple and construction
at that time it was felt
started probably the following year
desirable to move the burial activities
there are two portions
today the older portion on the other side of the
of the cemetery todaythe
stream the same stream that we just crossed when we were up
not really a stream
actually
kuleana area
there in the kuheana
well 1I guess you can say it is it just drains off some springs
that are up there it doesnt come down from the mountains this
right over to your right on the
particular stream does not
Kahawainui
other side of those buildings it does merge into the kahawainui
stream which of course drains out into laie bay
be
well
disembarking here and tom nakayama who was also born here in
laie
laia
lala as 1I say most of the people who are speaking are right
tom was born here in 1912
from here
be hearing about
well
the shinto temple that existed here
toms standing over there
waiting for us under the tree
see well go right up
lets
we figure it should
make a turn
pull up close to the fence
some of us
take about two or three minutes to get in there
might have to hustle a little bit to do it and he will be
speaking to us for five minutes and then well come back of
course resume our seats on the tram peter can maneuver and get
the tram parked while we are walking
bail out cross the
bridge go along the fence aways
adays and then theres a gate through
which you can get into the pasture where the torii is located
1I believe 1I dont have to have this
1I can talk loud enough
eh
KB
use it
laughter EKB
they are out here they all here
better
my name is tom nakayama
1I was born and raised in
right now
laie and 1I was born about three four hundred yards from heremy
that area where the plum trees are thats where 1I was born
fathers family migrated or transported themselves to this place
two
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my
evidently he made his
here
father came from japan
residence right here in laie and he made his profession
whatever right here he started working for the laie plantation
when laie sugar plantation was here
with that he was also in
contact he got in contact with the shinto temple in japan the
contacthe
main church
and took some correspondence or lessons and finally
he graduated and was ordained a shinto minister
then he started
this temple right here his congregation or members were first
japanese people in this laie community
there were several
japanese people who worked for the plantation as well as for the
pineapple company that existed in here
finally with that
1I believe just like a one bedroom
membership he built a temple
15 by 15 building
in that he offered his prayer and had his
members congregate and preach to them
but the membership
maconi
kahuhu
baloo
then to kahuku
increased from laie maloo
off to

awa
Wahi
wahiawa

the small 15 by 15 building was too
small to hold that many members so the members got together just
like the mormons do
financial donations came in and physical
help came in and he rebuilt a bigger temple 1I would say it was
ebur
fbur or five times the size of the orginal
ordinal one and thats when
somewhere near the
he started the temple back of this torii
pine trees where the pine trees are growing
thats where he
As

membership increased

built his
KB

TN

KB

now

the

temple

first

temple was

right here

and my residence was
the first temple was right alongside here
and therefore
right here so
within the compound here
all
with that new temple he started going around preaching and
moet of the
most
administering prayer and blessings like what nost
evidently he spent his weekend going to
religious people do
the various homes and offering blessings as well as prayer and
the way it went and finally 1I think it was 1949 he
thats
1I would
passed away and ever since then the temple was here for
say maybe about another ten years
however
the land is from
zions securities and zions securities is the owner of all this
mormon land
reverted back to the zions securities because we
it
were leasing from zions securities then since there was no other
minister or anybody coming in to guide this thing it was
abandoned and 1I couldnt see it being abandoned and destroyed
so
finally 1I had to get my men and tore
such a sacred thing
down and burnt it altogether leaving only this torii here
it
which is made of concrete
the only symbolic thing that
this
is
ken has come over and asked me many
is existing right now andcame
about and so we ae here together
times how this thing is
again
laughter so thats where this particular old shinto
T
temple existed and went out of existence
the story for
thats
hats
the laie shinto temple that we have had here all these early
years thank you very much
applause
tom has been a real source of information
not only
thank you
concerning this but of course the planation operation in
on the
general
the path continues around behind the torii
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right

hyacinth covered pond which really has
will see a water hyacinthcovered
no great historic significance
1I found out that it was just dug
out when they were mining for sand
the stream is just about
another thirty yards 1I guess over towards the north of us
wainui stream that goes out of course and empties
kahawainui
this is Kaha
so it passes just by here and just a little bit
into laie bay
to the right
just about on the other side of the pond is where
Kahawainui stream
the drain bisects the cemetery to join to kahawainui
you

very much
proceed on the way and you
thank you tom
well
sounds of farewell
wait here for the other group
pee
wahinepee
Wahine pee at
be going now down to the end of Wahine
wahinepee
well
one time was kamehameha highway through laie until the road was
you notice the bridges
re
routed in the early 19308
rerouted
if
1932 1933 is when most
around here
nost of the bridges between here
and kakela area were constructed
walter tashiro will be right
now walter was actually born just about across the
down here
stream here just about where his daughter jackie chang
lives
waiting for us the jumk
fumk cars are
heres walter 1I see now
hes
just kind of thrown in a little extra we hadnt planned on them
Wahine pee of course comes around and well
they were here so wahinepee
say
be on that street for just a little bit
walter on this
now
side please
walter was born here in laie in 1910 so
we
turn the microphone over to him to tell us about the
weli
weil
well
iii
ill
ili
pee bridge
wahinepee
Wahine
WT
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across
brother baldridge asked me to describe the road
Wahine pee stream
wahinepee
1932
this used to be kamehameha highway until woo
vfooden
den
and there was a wooden bridge was across this river
bridge not concrete and underneath was built of timber 16 by
16
when mccandless
the contractor was building the road or
now the new
railroad on the other side of the bridge over there nowthe
bridge
and they had the crane this side
they used the crane
bridgeand
on this side
the crane was coming this way but when they
before they cross this way they put 8 by 12 timbers
crossed
crossedbefore
across the bridge
they crossed on that and came out went
around there
used the crane as the pile driver
then they want
thereused
the crane to be returned to the original postion
bostion so they started
to coming back here the helper go there and prepared to put the
no need
timber but the operator said
then he went cross the
bridge
he went about a quarter way of the bridge
the crane
went fall down into the river
the timber cannot hold because
the crane is about fifty tons 1I think then they dont know how
to pull out but the crane has a cable
they stretch the crane
cable to the pine tree way down there the pine tree was in my
property
then they tied the cable there and with own
fathers
power they crawled up to the other side
then they went around
on temporarily they put the timber over here so they could cross
again thats all 1I know laughter and applause
you wait for the next tr
am then
were running a
tram
thank you
so theyll be right shortly behind us
behind schedule
little
so just for the sake of the tape that were going to do
here
just kind of repeat that it was on the north side
the crane
sidethe
was originally on the north side of the streamthen
stream then in crossing

ill
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over to the south side is where the problem occurred and what
they were building of course is the new highway bridge so this
happened about 1932
and 1I found out bella linkee told me that
po
pol
poii kekauoha worked for the roads department at
her father
that particular time and is the man that built this bridge that
walter just described the construction of
were proceeding along wahinepee
Wahine pee now
which of course was the
main highway at one time
the railroad bridge and the railroad
crossing was just on the makai the ocean side of the existing
highway bridge
and the railroad came just about through here
where this circle
then of
this traffic circle is now located
circie
circlethis
course there was the spur that went off to the right out
poohaili
Poo haili street that we were talking about just a little while
ago

were

going to be pulling around the circle and in front of
the home of lyons baldwin nainoa and his granddaughter flora
soren will be telling us about that

FS

now

ill

my name is flora soren and
be talking about my
alohal
alkhal
grandfather and id like to put a little bit of romance in there
in love with a hawaiian
fell
firstonfor allbigof us mywhograndfather
was a member of the church
she wont
girl
the
island
so he joined the mormon church
marry him unless he was a mormon
and his parents and all the family disowned him
however he was
very happy as a member of the church and he and his new wife left
with the missionaries and went to lanai and then from lanai
moved to laie
and when the missionaries came to laie they were
able to buy the property here for the church and at the same time
my grandfather was allowed also to buy property in laie but all
the rest of it is owned by the church as zions securities
brother baldridge wanted me to tell a little bit about my
grandfather his name was lyons baldwin nainoa quite a name for
a hawaiian
there were two haole men that were named
it
isnt
one was lyons and one was baldwin and so his parents named him
the home was constructed out of double
after both of them
was all
walled frame
in those days there was no bathroom
it
outside
there were no closets there were three bedrooms and
have done to the home is add two baths to it
about every
all we years
we try to get it painted
five
right now were in the
process of preparing it for painting so come again next year and

youll

it

restored
my grandfather was also a judge out in this area and in those
days there were no automobiles and he held court in the gauula
hauula
1I wasnt
courthouse which is about three miles away from here
fortunate enough to know him but ive heard some wonderful
stories about him and he adopted many children and raised them
then he got on his surrey from what 1I understand a surrey with a
fringe on top and rode back and forth to court
and in one of
the rooms here at the side of the porch he had a little office
where many of the people would come for legal help and legal
my mo
mother
advice and also to help solve some of their problems
ther
see
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lived here 1I was born in the same room that 1I am still living in
so that really dates me and seems like 1I havent made any
progress but 1I have gone away to school and then came back to
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laie to settle thank you
she was originally supposed to be in washington
DC we would
like to think she cancelled that trip especially for this but at
going to turn the mike to slim
least we benefit from it
im
lt
morrell to make a comment at this time
my name is eldon morrell
11 again
and 1I would like to make one
1I
comment here
had the privilege of being in the circle to
bless flora salm when she was blessed in this house william H
seegmiller from richfield utah performed the blessing for
flora
eliza salm 1I understand was used as the model for
the maternity statue thats up at the temple which some of you
may have the opportunity to see a little later
were going through kind of the original heart of beautiful
downtown laie as it existed many years ago
the stores here
across the street
store looking
the nakayama family had a storelooking
streetthe
beyond your right here behind this building was a japanese school
when it was closed down
11
that existed up until world war iiwhen
II
okay we puli
and well turn the time now to ruby
pull right here
enos who will tell us about the social hall that was the center
of activity here
three minutes aloha were right here in laie where 1I was born
went out to work for a living and returned home to
and raised
to live my last days here
laieaumes
this area here all right down
to anoes house right there at the corner all of this here was
the amusement hall that was built by my father and some of the
and our old chapel was at the
missionaries who were out here
we had our entertainment
and when
other side
this is where
the war broke out we had to open the hall for the boys to
we had dancing during the
ab
sb
entertain during the daytime
we had luaus and
daytime
at night the lights were all out
when president heber J grant came down to hawaii
things here
we had a big luau and
we had him entertained here in this area
a big notice up where the stone quarry was at that time where
we
tashiro was talking about and inviting him to come to laie
had the hall here where we entertained him when he came to laie
mor
sor
bor
and thats
for the building of the temple here in laie in 1919
when the temple was dedicated in laie
mahalo i
we will pass the chapel
were on our way again
mahalo to you
burned down in 1941 during the repainting activity in
that
now
which a blowtorch inadvertently set fire to the building
here on our right was the old plantation store well be hearing
more about that a little bit later
immediately to the right
here on this side of the store was the original bank of hawaii
office and also the plantation office post office and yeah oh
minute see if we can get the little boy out of the way
wait a minutesee
her mother

13

very noisy there was an ice house
without running over him
As 1I
at the rear of the building at one time so 1I understand
say well hear more about the plantation store when we come back

after this

now Lani
are on our way now up Lani
huli street
huli and
lanihuli
lanihuli
pukahi street were the two main streets in laie at that
puuahi
hear about the chapel and the flag
particular time
well
raising that took place here at laie school when we come back as
up here to our right
just about where nathan blevins
well
on the left
lives there was a concrete reservoir at one time
you see a valve which operated the well
or controlled the water
this whole area up here was
that would discharge from here
huli and there was originally a ranch house
referred to as Lani
lanihuli
here and later it was replaced by the building that bella linkee
to be telling us about just as soon as we make this
is going
turn most of you know that bella and ruby our previous speaker
are daughters of poi kekauoha who was
and our present speaker
the second bishop here in laie
we

BL

do you hear me
translation unknown
ai
in hawaiian
Lani
where we
heie
hele
ie mai ai
lanihuli
huli kela ka wahi a makau i he
this
is
come and play
the area here was for the mission president
all
pamphlet it was one
and the building that you see in your pamphletit
level
onelevel
then
later on it was built on top and it had that round circle
where we used to come out and meet for meetings with our big
11 here
he was on a mission here
shots like president morrell
he
found his beautiful wife on a mission here also
he also was
across from that area lived
working on the plantation as a luna
a tall chinese man by the name of ah wai and he planted banana
trees here
levesi pilimai one of our noted choir
later on levusi
leaders that used to lead our choir at the meetings wed go for
wals
now this
wai
wal s place
conference in honolulu
lived next to ah wais
road led down the hill over there as we go and meet where the
prawn ponds are now
mangoes
goes
but we go up just to go and gather man
manghes
whether it was owned by dawn wasson and them we didnt care
we just go and help ourselves the one who got there
laughter
then we come home around this way but
the lucky one
first ishomes
one here and one on the
mission
for the sisters were built
builtone
other side of that building that you see in your little pamphlet
upstairs of that hale poepoe we called it were the elders and
down belowa
below a dining room and a conference room and a kitchen
my
oldest sister makakoa she was the cook in that
fathers
kitchen and you know she baked pies and put them out on the
level to cool my rascal uncle george kekauoha who was later a
judge down at Wai
anae
used to come up and sneak a pie and was
waianae
waialae
punished for the rest of the week
and on the other side were
the mission sisters later on when president clissold became the
president of the stake and after that he took one of those
buildings and moved it down below and had it for gladys haiola
and that was the first mission home
and thats her home today
and we also had some dorms over here for the
for the sisters
sixty eight students that came from the other islands and
sixtyeight
first
1I remember
they were first
and sister aikau
thelma nawahine
14

parents before it was moved to the premises at BYU now
boned
oned was used by the first
mentioned
Lani
huli as sister linkee menta
lanihuli
students as the girls dorm for awhile and then it was torn down
because it was thought to be too ridden with termites to be worth
saving it was a great architectural loss
were going to stop right here and we need to move rather
rapidly were behind schedule were going to have the other
so well get off
people on our heels if we are not careful
just follow me up the trail where
right here and well proceed
mary pukahi will be telling us about the graves
there is a side
entrance we can go right around here behind 1I was assured this
we cleared
gate was going to be opened but something happened
the path off pretty well but there are still some rocks and
sticks and things like that so be very very careful as you walk
we didnt have time to pave it but
along the path
better
you
see one of
been for a long time
than
well
tell
two parts of the graves situated up here on the hill
there are
some other graves about a hundred yards over to our left
almost
directly behind the temple and theres where bella and rubys
ho sea N kekauoha was buried
grandfather hosea
he died in 1912
As soon as the rest of the people get here
turn the
microphone over to mary pukahi
there are several people that
could talk about this but 1I was talking with mary one time and
found out there are five cemeteries in laie and she has family in
so
she seemed like the logical one to talk about
all of them
right over here down the hill just a little
this situation
ways
is the grave of lyons baldwin nainoa who married three
times and is the ancestor of about half the people here in laie
K
1I
0OK
think we have most of our people here well turn the
again 1I compliment you on being
microphone over to mary pukahi
careful 1I didnt stumble over anybody on the way up so it looks
exercise the same degree of care going
like everyone made it
down
were running a little behind schedule we need to get out
of here so the other group can come in so mary here you go
my life 1I live in
was born in laie
1I
aloha everybody
all
1I
want to speak about charles kamauoha and hattie
laie
they went fishing at
kamauoha
the grave right here
this
is
goat island the island next to malaekahana
Malaekahana
while fishing they
drown over there
not only them over there but some other
people were there too
but the people found their bodies
drifted to the shore thats how they got them at the shore and
they were buried here
thismrsis my uncle and my auntie on my
kawahigashis sisters auntie
side and his wife is
fathers
they were buried here
both of the graves here are my family
they were buried here a long time ago when 1I was a little girl
and they were buried here
meyer
mayer s family
K
0OK
thank you mary we also have one of amoe meyers
right here HC meyer now who is that
dorm
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AMOE MEYER

meyer

KB

henry meyer my husbands brother
there should be mabel
too over here somewhere next to it

nost of the graves are not marked we do have the
unfortunately most
meyer name
the kamauoha name which is a big one over here and
whose grave is very romantically now being split asunder by this
tree which is growing right out of the middle of the tombstone
then as 1I say over there lyons baldwin nainoa is buried
so
we cleared off the area here there are a few more graves up
adays but they are not
here just a little bit up the hill aways
identified either and most of them are just mounds of rocks like
1I think we pretty well uncovered most of those that
we see here
had actual concrete headstones
now over to the other side that 1I referred to a little earlier
there are some originally we thought they were japanese but they
could very likely be chinese graves over there
that are marked
therethat
with a couple of black headstones and another grave that is
and as 1I say there are others over
enclosed in a wooden fence
any one knows anything more about these
there as well
if
graves id like to hear about them just so we could add to our
store of information
move back down to the trams now
again take it easy if
well
you want to take a look around on the way out
fine but
thats
can our next stop will be
get down to the trams as soon as you canour
flag raising in laie school in 1921
to hear about the flagraising
we are moving down the hill now from Lani
lanihuli
huli well stop at the
chapel was built in 1950 dedicated by
ward chapel
this
first
sto
so
slo
sll
matthew cowley
for a period of nine years from 1941 to
they were meeting in the old social hall that we saw a
1950
the chapel that was burned was actually
little
earlier
bit
moved down from almost about where the gate was that we went
through or came back out of anyway when we came back from the
graves
when the decision was made to construct the temple at
present site they rolled the chapel down here on barrels and
its
then the school was built
the school is shown on the map that
you have the 19271928 map
viola kawahigashi was going to be here to tell us about this
no
we cant hear you in the
amoe
how about coming up here
we need to have you come up here
back
viola has told the
story about the actual flag
raising activity that took place
flagraising
the school existed on this site until 1928 actually although the
amoe
year of its operation was by the territory of hawaii
last
meyer was one of the first teachers that was hired by the
you werent here for the flag
territory for the school
you a little bit about the
K
0OK
raising were you
tell
flag raising later after amoe talks about the school
flagraising
aloha everybody
nice to see your nice faces youre so
is
it
pretty 1I led the choir for the opening too for the opening of
1I had a picture of it and
this building levusi
levesi pilimai and 1I
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when 1I came in 1927 we went
the people that were there
straight up to the mission house up there there was a mission
house up there where we were assigned to live and 1I remember that
same year there was a flood in laie from that river all loaded
with junk and the flood came all over the town of laie and when
mi
we came from honolulu on monday morning
teacher ssmi
chie
michle
michie
three teachers
and 1I came on a taxi those
sakata lucy amana mary okimoto
days we had taxis that went back and forth and mr kanahele our
principal met us down at the end of this street and brought us
up to the school over
up here on a boat
on a boat
mind you
so we came to school on a boat that time
on they
here
later
moved the school down to where
at now
in a couple of
years they moved the school down to the other place
you know governor ariyoshi in my first grade in 1932
1I had
33
193233
so weve had everybody here
donette over there too
theres
and they all turned out good thats
another one of our babies
what 1I liked about it
these people that 1I had in the first
all
and they are stake presidents and
grade grew up to be bishops
when 1I left I was just out of normal school 1I went
everything
to lahaina to teachand
teach and when 1I left lahaina they asked me where
1I said 1I want to teach in
1I want to teach on oahu
bahu
alea but
never heard of laie before
instead of alea 1I got laie
know where it was at
and then when 1I left lahaiha
lahaina all of
didnt
my friends over there said
marry one of
eh
watch out
dont
those mormons over therel well it didnt take long before the
year was up 1I was married to a mormon and very happily married
1I married into a wonderful mormon family and im grateful to
the
applause
lord for that thank you
story of course
depicted in the mural
viola tells the storyof
mckay came
above the foyer on campus about when apostle david 0
circling tour to
globecircling
here in 1921 with hugh J cannon on a globe
the missions of the church and she tells us about elder
visit
mckay and elder cannon and E
wesley smith coming down the hill
from Lani
huli where they had spent the night they came down the
lanihuli
flag raising which was a
and stood here to observe the flagraising
hill
you can see on your
regular part of every mornings activity
old map there is one larger assembly hall and four classrooms
there in front and another building behind the flagpole would
1I suppose
be located just almost immediately to the right
not
go
mebo
too far distant from where that light standard is
somebody
bebo dy
correct me on that that might have a better knowledge of that
guess most of the people that attended the school are strung
1I
out along the tour route ready to talk to the other tram but we
do
cb have several people that had attended the school when it was
up on the hill and then later attended the school after the
school was transferred down here
the buildings mind you were
not transferred down here but just the school site
the chapel was coming down here it was located just about the
end of this building here
this building by the way was
dedicated in 1950 when the college began a recreation hall was
added and that was used for some of the school activities here as
well
this chapel when the decision was made to build a new
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stake center was scheduled for destruction finally a decision
was made to renovate it and continue to use it so that three
this is probably the only place
wards can still meet in there
in the entire church where there are two existing chapels
operating side by side as they do in this manner
Por
be meeting hilda forsythe
for sythe here who will tell us about the
well
plantation store
hilda was born in samoa and then went to salt
city with john quincy adams who had been mission president
lake citywith
samoa
down in sarma
sarla from 1920 to about 1924 and then she returned here
to laie with him here she is
famous and
built by
this is the plantation store
zions securities sic and owned by zions securities in the
beginning and it was built especially to assist those people and
accommodate those who are working at the plantation and also the
mana gerr
community
during 1926 the store was looking for a new manager
gerl
excuse me
of breath and during that time 1926 1I was
im out
living in utah in Cent
davis county with john Q adams
centerville
erville
family and john Q adams was interedted
interested in the job and so he
1I applied for sales clerk in store and
applied along with me
so we got hired and the family packed up and moved to laie
the store was equipped with all kinds of things to accommodate
now
they had groceries
the people in laie and the plantation
and dried goods
they also had grains for all kinds of animals
pork
when we took
and they had fresh meat
and everything
1I
1I didnt understand the
over
had a new experience
people
because those foreigners that were working for the plantation
spoke a different language
that was pidgin english and no only
a different
flig lish but sometimes
pidgin english
called
eng
so 1I learned to speak the pidgin english and 1I almost
english
sh
li
forgot to learn to speak the good english laughter but it was
1I learned experiences and 1I
fun working in the store
learned
new products that was brought in
that was had in the store for
all the different nationalities who were employed at the store
when the plantation was closed
zions securities sold the store
1I
to the kahuku
kahuhu plantation and thats when we left the store
1I
got
worked there from 1927 to 1928
in the meantime 1927
married and 1I kept on working until 1928
in august and 1I left
the store because of personal reasons
but 1I enjoyed working in the store it was a lot of new things to
learn and new people to meet and also products that ive never
to tell you the truth
heard of before was sold in the store
1I
never
laughter
of speaking to this group
im so scared
had this experience before
but the plantation store was sold
to kahuhu
kahuku plantation and they had a new manager
at that time 1I
1I was living in gauula
moved away from laie
noved
hauula and 1I came back as
my husband progressed in the plantation
he was employed by the
applause
kahuhu plantation
aloha and thank you
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nanilou
the railroad koolau railway company came right down naniloa
As she
loop and stopped there at the old plantation store
kahuhu
in 1931 this was turned over to the kahuku
indicated
plantation
in 1955 of course the church college of hawaii
began and we have one of the original faculty members
jerry
loveland to tell us about that when it was located here on this

site
that
right

laughter to your
to your right was here in 1955
now all the buildings we had on
was the library building
campus here were old army surplus barracks and back here towards
kahuhu side here was the administration
the north end on the kahuku
building it had about fourteen offices for the faculty and the
and treasurers office and whatever
here was
registrars office
the library on the other side was another building that was used
as a chemistry lab and for teaching natural science courses
in
between was another building which we used for general classroom
purposes and in the back of it is what we call svapp
shapp hall in
sdapp
those days that was the art operation
over here was a chapel and a dormitory where one of the boys
dormitories was and as ken indicated we used the ward building
1I
the ward house for classes and also some faculty offices
remember
remember the co
counselling
unselling offices were over there and 1I was
teaching history on the stage of the social hall what
then
the social hall across over here that was
the social hall
mentioned earlier was also used as a campus building
this was
was full of old war surplus
where the shop operation was
it
equipment in there
the land right here is quite low and the first year we were in
a ly paddling
operation the place flooded and the kids were ilter
literacy
raly
literaly
liter
1I remember ralph woolley
around in canoes to classes
said
never flood again this only happens once in a lifetime
laughter
and it didnt happen again until the very next year
now one of
As we were wandering around up to our knees in water
waternow
the buildings the administration building was in the corner of
when the 442nd had a
the park there for a number of years
reserve unit out here they stuck it over here in the corner of
the park
we were here for three and a half years until after christmas in
one of the things
1958 we were here for three and a half years
that 1I liked about the buildings was because it was wood you can
so you just get a
pound anything you wanted to on the walls
nail to hang up a map or hang up a picture or whatever you needed
we had a dormitory Lani
to do
huli dormitory was up on the
lanihuli
other side here in the old mission home
there was a dormitory
Lan
iloa down on the beach just this side of laie point and then
laniloa
lanilta
down at kekela was another dormitoryanother
dormitory another boy
boyss dormitory so
the college was scattered all over the community but one of the
things you enjoyed in those days was the very close camaraderie
between students and faculty we were really kind of a big family
in those days something that perhaps weve lost a little bit as
dog
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we have

here in 55 the community just started to blossom
obviously because of the mushrooming growth of the college so
there were faculty houses along the road lots of temporary
houses and buildings throughout the community housing the college
operation
but this was the hearty
this was the campus
heart
we were here for three and one
applause
half years
onehalf
now well leave the church college of hawaii original campus
be pulling into the parking lot
nanilou loop
back on to naniloa
well
at the temple visitors center now and well disembark there we
have about fifteen minutes for a fruit break and then well be
moving into one of the buildings there where joe spurrier will be
joe of course was another one
talking to us about the temple
shapps and pat dalton are
of the original faculty members
the swapps
the only other ones that we still have around now that were on
swapp
snapp hall that jerry referred to wylie
the original faculty
snapp was telling me yesterday that he had his classroom in one
end and his wife had the other one so between the two of them
they occupied the entire building
K
0OK
the other tram is here now they didnt go quite as far as
we did
11 pick up some places afterwards that we visited
they
theyll
so everything is going fine
were right smack on
before
schedule
1003 and thats when were supposed to be here
and then at 1020 you want to be inside ready
well have a break paper
youve been a great audience
for dr spurriers
when

KB

gained in size

1I

came

its

inside the visitors center auditorium
CHA S E
LANCE
joe spurrier of the temple presidency doesnt need any
LANCE CHASE
introduction some of you who work in the temple will have heard
at least part of what hes going to say before 1I think because
he presented a history of the temple to us over in the mckay
auditorium a year or so ago and some of you remember that
so well turn the time over to president
inspiring address su
spurrier now to speak to us about the history of the temple
some one says he needs no introduction
so lets dont give him
JS
is one
laughter
president spurriers paper is printed elsewhere in the
proceedings as a separate presentation
this transcript picks up
again at the conclusion of his remarks
KB

appreciate the talk that has been prepared by dr spurrier 1I
think that this has added a great deal to our tour and to your
we will now move out
knowledge concerning this sacred building
for the fruit break and we need to be aboard the trams in about
we
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ten minutes so lets s ave the visiting until when
to the foyer at the conclusion of the tour pause

after the fruit break
KB

you

get back

back on the tram

proceeding down hale laa and this street was
not here until 1955 when the college came in and most of the
part of laie that is ahead of us dates from that particular
go right over here as far as you can and well
period
stop
the people in the last tram will have time to see this as
well so just stay seated and sepi fonoimoana will tell us about
the samoan village activity that was here at one time and then we
will move the tram up about half way through in about three
okay sepi
minutes and let the rest of you have a look too
okay

ar
aree

we

now

lets

SF

stand up and then more people can
village over here in laie
this is the first samoan
or in hawaii and it was built by my dad toa fonoimoana and toa
fonoimoanas dad is opapo fonoimoana the first samoan missionary
now
we built this house this samoan village back
in samoa
and in about ten years something happened here with
in 1932
the local authorities and my dad decided to forget the village
but the tourist bureau wanted to continue with the business but
anyway we forget up to now
some of the
as you see
is
this
of course the original site of this place
fruits we have here
was about twenty feet stretched out to the main road hale laa
and in the back here
thirty
feet back over to bishop tony
now they cut off that twenty feet
haiku
thirty feet which
makes this a lot smaller
when we have that village this whole place herethe
here the whole area
was about three feet lower than the road enclosed by a fence
made out of coconut trees palm fronds up to a height of
ten
feet nobody can go in there was only one door come in from the
other side like you see on the building there
the door was on
the hale laa side but of course the street was not there then
we have two buildingssamoan
samoan huts
buildings
building
the regular samoan hut was
hutsthe
built one in that shape that you see and the other is a round
shape
the one in the round shape was cut in half and a couple
of men they took them down to the huki
hukilau
iau beach you know as
lau
a show house to the tourists and thats
how we lost those two
ats
you can see all different varieties
samoan huts you see
are
we dont want to take too much of your
there any questions
you have any questions
time because you have time limit
good morning
see
okay

everybody

KB

here
this place
we

now when my dad came
used to be the taro patch
was the regular
them up with sand and dirt
here
this
fill
parches
taro par
ches and this was the only house in this area the
barches
rest ali
here was all taro patches yes and this was
all the back herewas
the regular road from here right around we did not have that
straight road hale laa
this was the regular old road from
okay
does that
here right around and turn left to the temple

restall
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answer your question
KB

SF

them
tell
Hu
huki
iau
lau
kilau
hukilau

how

they

moved

that

down

to

the

they moved that big house of course big house was over
stand about sixty feet and they cut about half of that
here
it
they cut in half
house and had about eight or ten men you know
they carried that house right through over here
and they carry
they never take it by the trailers or trucks or
to the Hu
hukilau
kilau
whatever they carry there was ten or eight men to carry that
oh

way
KB

about the big house

how

okay

very good
goo
the next group will be along in about
fa afetal
900 d
faafetai
puuahi street
okay were coming left down pukahi
five
ive minutes
7flve
af
pukahi street and what was then
about the corner of puuahi
this wasomaomao
street although no one ever really remembers it
called
being called that the samoans began coming up here in the early
1920s with the idea of working in the temple
but they never
now over here to our left was a well just at the end
went back
you see where that cap is now boxed in
buildingyou
there
of that building
puuahil
pukahi
was a valve there and a little ditch ran across puuahi
Puu ahi
ahl
ahli street
ahll
ahil
under the street where we are now and back towards
and
fonoimoanas to irrigate the taro patches which were all over
now
pukahi street was the main street at
puuahi
there to our right
were turning right here going down
that one particular time
iokepa street and this is the entrance to what was referred to
iosepa
losepa
now
as the filipino camp
there are two portions of the camp
as 1I understand it the
one on the left side over here where
married barracks were somebody perhaps can correct me on that
and if you look back
and to the right
well these two
backwell
buildings to the right here by the way these temporary looking
structures were part of the original CCH campus
these two
buildings here were brought over here after the school was
now this entrance right here to the right goes back into
moved
some of the filipino camp area and theres at least one building
back there that dates from that particular period
on kulanui
kalanui now and this is really kind of
well turn left here
the wilderness area here
there was sugarcane raised here in
paul iijima the man that now runs the laie concrete and
1955
quarry tells us about vaun clissold being down ahead of him with
a kind of flag tied to a pole which he had up in the air and paul
just bulldozed a trail out through the sugarcane which became the
kulanui
kalanui
lanui
basis of this particular road that were on right now Ku
meaning
big school
these homes that were in
of course
right now
of this area dates since 1955 this is the end of
nowall
all
ail
ali
we wont go
puuahi
ekulanui
lanui road well turn left here on pukahi
kulanui
kalanui
the Ku
pukahi
down to the right on puuahi
Puu ahi
that used to be the access to
kamehameha highway
kamehemeha
and there was a poi factory
right down
towards the end of the street back off to the right over near
you can see
just kind of make out
the shopping center today
puuahi
and this
the outline of the center line of the road of pukahi
way the people used to go to the temple
they would drive
is thepuuahi
down pukahi street to fonoimoanas and turn right to go over to
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Lana
huli road and then go up to the temple
lanahuli
remember that hale laa did not exist

that

way

of course

this home on the left this white house is one of the oldest
houses in laie 1I kind of thought it was the oldest house but
bome
were now kind of thinking perhaps flora sorens home
the
nainoa home which was built about 1915 may possibly ante
date
antedate
turn right here on hale laa and head back toward
this
well
the ocean
at the end of hale laa of course is what is

referred to now as temple beach
the corporation of the first
presidency bought that land to be sure that it was never sold so
that there would always be an uninterrupted view from the temple
right out through to the ocean this road of course was put in
as 1I say in 1955 when the school church college of hawaii
now when this
go around the traffic circle here
began
well
road was put in it brought it in to the little sweet shop and
now
curio shop that the logan family was running
the logans
puuahi street
lived over where easter logan now lives over on pukahi
just to the right
and just on the makai side of where logans
now live is where their little shop was located
everyone
puuahi street was closed
realized of course
that as soon as pukahi
and hale laa opened
their little sweet shop would go out of
bu sines
what the lord wants
bubines
busines
but the logans said
if
thats
thats what well do and so we are willing to give that up
on the right is the laie school
these buildings date back to
maybe pull off just a little bit right up here
slow down
please 1928 when the territory of hawaii school began on this
campus
the first year when amoe began was up there where we
now you see across the campus those
were a little bit earlier
two green
greenroofed
roofed buildings those are two of the original
buildings that were brought down from the other campus by the
temple
and also over there the yellow building to the left is
the clinton kanahele library now clinton kanahele was brought
over here from maui to be the first principal of the public
school
he was not here during the church school days but with
him being a latterday
day saint
the territory in its wisdom
latter
realized he would be a good transition figure to move the school
an
from a church situation to a public school situation
andd so
clinton kanahele was here for many years he was one of our
original special instructors on campus teaching the hawaiian
language which he did for many years
okay lets go
those
two were some of the original buildings
dating back from at
least the early 1920s
now we are turning right onto iokepa
losepa
iosepa street named so 1I have
been told because of the settlers who came back from losepa
iokepa when
iosepa
briding of the laie temple was announced in 1915 the losepa
the buiding
iokepa
iosepa
saints of course were at skull valley outside of salt lake
e ie area and some of the landthe
city south of the too
land the kahuena
tooele
thoele
land right here and the broad land just back on the cornerdates
corner dates
back to the early occupancy of that particular period
the
laie school is immediately to our right but initially it was
lale
a
and actually a telephone building
not
there were homes andactually
was here
mutual telephone building
earlier it had been
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located over across from flora sorens house about next to amoe
meyers house about where sam chois store is thats where the
telephone company building was at that time
this home up here
now occupied by P
on our left
J meatoga was where the po i
and where ruby enos
ehos and bella
linkee
inos
kekauoha family lived
they werent born here they were born up
and rahab au lived
behind where the temple view apartments are now located on the
we
go left here
gauula
temple
on
side
the
just
hauula
of
the
hill
1I

down Lani
huli
lanihuli

street

puuahi street was the other main
Lani
lanihuli
huli in addition to pukahi
quite used by people going up to
street to the temple and still
the telephone company now has this structure on our
that area
anaba home on our right here and next to it
baranaba
barenaba
the Bar
left here
and again these are families that date
is the old kalama home
and
back occupying this same property for at least sixty years
napua tengaio is she on our
perhaps even farther than that
tram or on the other tram
ashes
shes on the other tram she lives
in the front house 1I think
now
SKW
were getting back to the area where we were before and the
apuakehau home was here corner of Lani
huli and loala streets
lanihuli
then of course we mentioned before the zions securities
zions securities actually began in 1926 right yes
0office
f fice
there was a post office here and then later the post office
moved down in the A
frame building right next to where flora
aframe
now

lives

this

now

turn left
a stop for the railroad

the or&l
oral came out as far
as kahuhu
kahuku
kahuhu in 1899
then in 1902 the koolau
reached kahuku
it
railway company and koolau land company were organized and
constructed a line that went on from here that went from here
was basically a line to haul sugar
clear on to kahana
this
cane
but there were some passenger cars that were attached
this lasted until just after world war 11
in 1946 the oral
II
discontinued their operation and 1I think this particular stretch
came to a halt about that same period
As we proceed down here
just a little ways past where the bicycling elders are now
located this was the end of the road as far as laie was
concerned
the railroad track continued
but theres a drain
that is now put underground theres an open drain that initially
went down behind the filipino camp and also ended up there near
walter tashiros
the railroad carried on here
laie point
father used to carry supplies he had a grocery store over about
and his father used to go up behind the
where he lives today
campus to the puerto rican and portuguese camp
was about at
it
of the child parent center that
this particular point inwe front now
are
following
and kind of angled
the railroad left where
across the campus you can kind of visualize it about in front of
the library and out through the back of the campus about where
president cameron lives across the tennis courts and hale five
came in to hit the highway
and into the cane fields beyond
it
again just past pounders beach a short distance
and then
followed the highway the rest of the way to eventually get to
so it was possible to
kahana which was the end of the line
was

now
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kahana all the way to honolulu but you had to go
through laie haleiwa
Hale iwa kaena point on waianae
waialae side to get there
way
was
a
round
kind
would almost be just as easy
about
roundabout
of
it

travel

from

it

to hike over the pali
10 la
maha lo
namakua mahalo
awards and they
this evening we are having the namaqua
ia
space so we have been asked to move our
of
will need ayo
this
lot
youu can do that during the lunch break
vehicles
the lunch
break will be in room 155 at which time we will receive further
entertainment so sometime between now and then we would ask you
move your cars either onto the outside circle or back to the
to nove
parking area behind the auditorium
end

of tour
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